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INTRODUCTION
Computer generated holograms have bean made practical by
introduction of fast Fourier transform

alogrithms~

t~e

The following

discussion will brief the reader on the theory and concepts of
optical holograms, the computer hologram, and the analogies
the computer hologram

or

to its optical counterpart. Some of the

programming aspects of the computer holograms are presented.

The

results of the generation of several computer holograms are presented,
and conclusions drawn as to the effectiveness of this technique.
Final~,

some of the practical uses

hologram are discussed • .

,·

1

a~d

advantages of the computer

•

I •

''•

CHA.PTER I

DESCRIPTION OF A FR~SNEL HOLOGRAM
A hologram is a record on a photographic film transparency
of the phase and amplitude information from an object.

This is

accomplished by interfering cohere.n t light from the object with · .
light from a

referen~e

source. .The· resulting interferenoe pattern

is then recorded on photographic film.
A typical Fresnel holographic setup is illustrated in
Figure la.

A coherent, monochromatic, nondiverging beam of light

is iriaident upon a beam splitter, which reflects part of the ·
beam onto the object and

trans~ts

the unaltered remainder ot

the beam onto the photographic film.

The light reflected off ot

the object, called the object wave, now had its amplitude and
phase altered due to its interaction with the object.

The object

wave and reference wave form an interference pattern which is
recorded on the photographic plate.
the hologram, a plane

~ve

To retrieve the image from

is directed through the hologram.

The diffraction pattern formed is the reconstruction or the
object wave, as shown in Figure lb.

A real image is also formed.

The important feature of this arrangement is the total coherence

of the light produced by the laser source, where coherence means

.

that the phase and intensity at a given point on the wave is
2
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FIGURE 1 s OPTICAL GENERATION OF FRESNEL . HOLOGRAMS
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conetant relative to any other point on the we.va for all time.

or

Beoausa

this it is conceptually easier to thi.n k

wave as boing

11

ot the optical

frozen in t:tma••, due to the unchanging amplitude

and phase relationships.
Aooord~.ngly,

useful equations for optical waves may be

written that are independent
wave

It1a.Y

or

t~na.

A monoohromatio coherent

be written as

u(x,y,z) = U(x,y)exp(-i2w~ + ~(x,y))

{1)

where
is the wavelength of the light,
~

is the phase

z is the coordinate in the direction

or

propagation,

x,y are the coordinates normal to the direction of propagation,
U :1.8 the amplit'l.lde variation clong the wavefront.

A monochrom.at1o coherent plane wave with conetant phase and
amplituda may be written as

u(z)

= Koxp(-1~~)

(2)

A plane wave inoidont at an angle onto a flat surtaoe has, an
a.mpli tude on the surface ex.pressad

48

u(x') = Kexp(-j211tJ •)

(J)

At a given instant of time, whereJ is the length bot~en pointe

of equal phase on the· flat surface and x• is the direction on

the flat surface parallel to the plane of the paper, as illustrated
in F:lgure 2.

Assuming a small angle
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and
(4)

or

so that the amplitude

a plane wave incident on a .flat surface

may be exp:reeeod as
(Siil)

or as
u(V)
.I!!J.

= K exp

(-~2-tf~x)

(.5b)

x•

if' " :.. . 1\1" is the spatial f'l4(.J.Uf~noy.
If tho plana wave is oonsidered the reference wave and the

object wave is also a plane wave propagating parallel to the

z-axie, the resulting interference pattern will be a series
alternating dark and bright lines.
i f the object wave front happened

or

For example, in Figure 2,

to

coincide with the tlat .

surface at the instant that _these wavefronts were viewed, we

would then have tho highest
t\lro ,,ave f'x-onts mef.tt.

int~nsity

at the points where the

In Figure 2, those would be parallel bright

lines perpendicular to the

p~~ane

of the paper.

The value

ot the

concept of two undistortad interfering plane waves will be obvious
when the format of the

com~1ter

generated

hologra~

is discussed.

The Fresnel hologram is a familiar hologram to most people,
such holograrns are being U·s ed for general viewing purposes demonstrating J-D effects.

Fresnel holograms but

The o·omputer holograms generated are not
Fourier . hologra~. ·

The Fresnel

ho~ogram

is

an easier hologram to und~rstand and serves ·as a useful introduction

to the Fourier hologram and to the computer generated hologram.

CHAP'rER II

DESCRIPTION OF A FOURIER HOLOGRAM
The optical configuration for a Fourier hologram is illustrated in Figure 3.

A collimated monoohromatio coherent beam of

light falls on a pinhole and on a photographic transparency.
The light emerges from. the pinhole with spherical wavefronts,
which are then collimated by a lens into plane waves.
waves form the referenc·e beam and
beam in the Fresnel hologram.

a.~e

These plane

identical to the reference

Note that the lens effectively '

puts the pinhole reference point source at· infinity with respect
.

'

to the photographic film, since the pinhole is at the focal length
of the lens. · While the pinhole and lens combination is eaey . to
understand. the effect that the lens has on the object wave is
not.

First oone:1.der that while the transparency will have an

effect on the amplitude and· phase of. the incident plane wave,
the emerging object wave will still ·nearly be a plan wave • .
Because o! this and the ra.ot that ·the ·photographic .film is located
at the focal length of the lens, the·objeot wave is essentially
foeussed down to a spot.

It isn't quite tocussed · to ·a· point becaus

of effeots caused b,y the finite objedt size

nd the amplitude and

phase variations introduced into the plano wave

~

the object.
'

1

I

8
Phot<.«tgraphio

Film

--7~Z,,fl,----\
~r ~f-~

Object

a.

Optical

G~neration of

Hologram

Hologram

~

n.c.
Co1nponent

b.

FIGURE

Reconstruction ot Waveform

J: OPTICAL GENEatATION OF FOURIER

HOLOGRA..~
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· The normalized mathematical expression for the amplitude at th
spot is given by

'U(l!,p) 1J~(x,y)exp(:..2'trj-(x, + y~dxdy

(6)

where
yt

M

V

•

and ~=fit

and where

x,y are the coordinates .in the object plane,
)},JJ-. are the frequency

ooor~inates

in the film plane,

u(x,y) represents object amplitude and phase characteristics,
u(v.~ represents image amplitude and phase characteristic •

Equation 6 states that the image

t!(,,J.(J is the two dimen-

sional Fourier transform of the object.

are in general complex functions.

Both u(x,y) and u(v~)

ror the partieular case used

here, the object u(x,y) will not be complex, since it will
have amplitude variations.
however.

The image 'U(l),p,) will still be complex,

So the lens produces an image that is the two dimensional

Fourier transform of the object.
ob.]ect an infinite distance

ee

o~

It also effectively

way from the film.

i.f a point on the objeot is considered.

light just as the pinhole would.

Because

or

put~

the

This is easy to

It would transmit
the lens, the pinhole

appears to be located at infinity, and so will each point on the

objeot.

Because the objeot appears to be at infinity, three

dimensional effects are not possible with this

However a slightly more elaborate
three dimensional e!feote.

oonfigQ~ation

oonfi~tration.

can be used for

10

Figure Jb illustrates the optical proooes us d to retrieve
the object wave from the hologram.
used for the Fresnel hologrEun.

It is similar to the process

A plane wave is incident on the

hologram and produces two twin ima.ges and a '*zero order•• component.

A lens xnay then be used to form the Fourier transform of the

wavefronts producing the original image duplicated arotind a D.C.
component whioh is the und.istu1•bed

po~ion

of the reference wave.

CHAPI'.ER III

THE COMPUTER HOLOGRAM

A computer

generated hologram uses the Fourier hologram

configuration rather than the Fresnel hologram
two basio reasons.

oonfigurat~on

tor

First, and most important, is the question

ot physical size. Both holograms diffract light.

In order to

do eo the basic intensity variations on the holograms must have

a spacing on the order of a wavelength ot light.
strated in Figure 2.

This is illu-

However, most of the interference pattern

is centered around small central spot for a Fourier hologram

while it is spread over a large area for a Fresnel hologram.
The

c~ntral

spot could have dimensions of a

Four:tor hologram..

mill~eter

for the

The Fresnel hologram ,could have dirnensions ct

100 millimeters for convenient viewing.
difference in area 18 10,000 tilnes.

For this example the

Very axn.all

variatio~s

spre d

over a large area means a very, large nun1ber of computations and

high cost ot computer time.

The Fourier transform is formed 1n

suoh a way as to t'aollita.te formation of the image in spite of
its srn.e.ll size.

The seoond reason is' that the mathematical

formulation for the Fourier transform is easier to work with

than the FraBnel transform.
11

As an

eYAn~le

of the dimensions

raqui~ed

tor a Fourier

hologram, consider the following conditions:
" . 6)28

&x

=0.1

t = 100
where

~
b;l:.

1
em
om

is the wavelength of the coherent radiation,
is the spacing of the pinhole reference,

& x is the BllllAlleBt resolut1.on spacing in the object,

t is the focal length of the lens.
Then the average fringe spacing is
(7)

It the amn.llest x-esolv,tion spa.oing is 0.1 om, the highest frequency
component is looated at

(8)

This oan ea.ily be visualized by considering Figura 2 as being

the result of two elements in the objeot separated by the minimum
resolution spacing.

A!te~

passing through a lens located one

focal length from the object, the two

s~1erical

fronts are Fourier

transformed into two plane wave fronts as shown 1.n Figure 2.

The

basio pattern repetition rate will eor1•espond to the length

ot

Figure 2, wh:1.oh is called Ax' in equation 8.

physically?

H9w does this sound

If 64 eletnents eot,tld be ;resolved in t,he x direction

on one side of the objeet, a maximum of 61.,. fringes would then

1.3
be required to be resolved on one side of the hologra••
Since a computer program deals with disoret functions,

we must replace · equation 6 with a digital form (Lohmann 1965).

N-1
u(n,m) • ,. . u(i,j) exp(-2'1'1'jin + jm)/N)
i, j:zO

(9)

here
i,j are the indicee of the objeot array,
n,m are the indices of the image array,
N ie the number of element

in each dimension of the array.

This equation as it stands would require N2 operation

point.

per

For a 64 X 64 array this amounts to N4 operations or

6

.

16.8 X 10 operations for the .hologram. James Cool y and John

Tuk y (1965) arrived at a more efficient method Qf computation for
equation 9, commonly known as either the Cooley - Tukey Alogrithm

or as the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).

The Fast Fourier Transform

reduoee the number of operations from a total of M2,
.M = N2, the total number of points,
to 2Mlog2M operations. This amounts to 681)9 operation for a
64 X 64 array or roughly 250 times faster. The computational
time improvement ia presented in Figure

I,..

An · exoellent disous ion

of digitized Fast Fourier Transforms is covered in

D~£tt~l

Pr c s

!!!_ §lJZX.~.~·JA by Gold.

The basio mathematioal generation of a Fourier computer

generated hologram is illustrated in Figure

5·· The indices

in

equation 9 run from 0 to N-1, imp\ying that the range of integration

14

N = nuniber of elements per Qide
7tJO

N4 o< number of computations required
without J&-Fl'
2N2 logN 2

or

ooxnputations
required with Ft~
number

I

I

lib

(,

N

FIGURE 4: INCREASE IN COMPUTATIONAL
EFF'ICIENCI USING THE F'FT
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in the object ranges from the center to the edge.

This implies
In the

that on.ly one :fourth of the object is being transformed.
illustration

th~s. ~orresponds

to the nunaex·al

11

)"

the objeo't is considered periodically extended.
a sj.ngle

objeot.

Actually,

The transform of

"3" in one quadrant is not calculated, rather it is ·

implied that

tl~ere

is a

"3" in every quadrant of the objeot.

Also, there is more than just one transform pattern in one quadrant
of the transform plana; there is a pattern 1n each quadrant.

In

order to .forzn the total hologram, the transform obtained must
be periodically extnnded into the three other quadrants •

object

array~

indioated by orosa-hat.ohing in Figure

The

5, i

used .

to produce the computer generated. holor:.rrs.rn array. also indicated
b.y cross hatching.

Extending the hologram array to the other

quadrente produces the total hologram (Kronrad et. al. 1971).
This format for the hologram positions the highly intense D.C.
component at the center of the hologram.

When a Fast Fourier
object

Transfo~n

subroutine

rray, . t returns t e hologram

t:r'IIl.Y

transfo~

in a £orn1 suo

eaeh element has a real and i.r.tW.gina.ry component.

an
t lat

This must be

translated into a form that will aetu.ally produee ·the proper
pha.sa and amplitude when cohe1·ent radiation is ino1.dant upon

the array.

The amplitude transmitted by each element is propor-

tional to the height of a rectangle in tl1a eJement.

or

the rectangle is held constant.

The width

The phase variation is produoed

by the position of the reotangla in tha array element through
the use of the detour phase effect.

Consider !i'igur.e 6.

Figure 6a

17
demon trataa how an object wave without a phase shitt produces
a rectangular aperture in the center of the array element.
6a is basically a repetition of Figure 2.

While an

Figure

optical~

pr<Xluoed hologram has fr:l.nges produced when the object wave is
a plana wave, Figure 6a illustrates how the rectangular apertures
located in the center

or

the

a~ray

elements, correspond to

optioal .fringes discussed in Figure 2.

~1e

In other words, ·the spacin

of the array elements correspond to the optical fringe spacing,
I

and implies a given value for

las

given in equation

4. · The .

array element spacing, on the other hand, is determfned ·b.Y the
amount the hologram is photographically reduced.
size of the Fourier transform

of

Note that the

the object is always o! the

proper size to allow the minimum number of fringes to define it,

.

sufficient enough to. reoonstruot the smallest resolvable spacing

in the object.

Figure 6b illustrates how the position of the

reetangl s are shifted when the object wave has a phas
of ~+·

When the phase shift is

shift

the rectangle is located at

the left or right o£ the array element respectively.

Thi arrang -

'

ment provides -a good illustration of how the detour phase ef'feet

has an optical analogy to the fringe interference pattern produoed
optically when the object wave ~s a wave ~ose fringe distortion

is less then
actual~

~if·

Figure 6o demonstrates how the phase hift is

produced.

is shown at such

At the top of the array, the reference wave
time that the phase shift A

equals zero

at the position of the transmittance aperture.- At the right of
the arr y, the poeitions of the apertu~es have been shifted b.Y

18
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~·
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~
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Object vlave Wit

Phase Shift
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FIGURE 6:

DETOUR PHASE E'J.r!i'ECT
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an amount Also that the portion of. the wave hitting the e apertures
has a phase of A$, producing a phase shift of 6¢' in the transmitted

wave, as shown (Lohmann 1965).
The phase ma.y vary from plus to minus 4! as mentioned

bov •

It the hologram has a real and imaginary componen~ for each

elernent of the array, defined as:

DATAR

DATAI

= the
= the

real component
imagina~

component

then the phase ~ may be determined by finding the argument or

the sine function,
A

' ;: arosin (DATAI/(DAT :[2 + DATAR2)~)

and by performing tests on the signs of the oomponent.s, as · illustrated 1n Figure 7.
I

. The width of the rectangular aperture .in an array element
is roughly 1/J of the width of the array element.

This provides

a good ootnpromise between image quality and br:\.ghtnass ~

When optical holograms are produced, they are recorded
on nonlinear photographic film (See Fi.gure 8).
advantage •

This has two

J.4.,irst, if' the intensity of the light falling upon

the film is too high, it saturates the film.

In other words,

there is an intensity saturation level beyond which there is
no appreciable increase in film transmissivity for a corresponding
increase in light intensity.

The D.C. component of the Fourier

transform contains much more energy than the rest of the transform,
hence the saturation effect limits the influence of the D.C.
component on the final image.

Second, the film has a threshold

20

,

Case I

Ce.se II ·

DATAR is positive
DA1?AI is positive
A$ 1 is poaitive

DATAR is negative
DATA! is positivG
A~'is positlva

0

Case III

Case ri

DATA! is negative

DATAR is positive

DATAR is negat1.v~

D.A.TAI is negative
A4)' is r~egative

1

.6.~ is negative

AJr=-'¥'f-.o.+'
A'=l!t. ~
A«f»" = aros:ln ZnAT~¥-~··nAfAi2')!t
FIGURE 7: DET~'RMDIATION OF P11ASE F.ROM
Rg.AL AND IMAGlllARY CO 1:PO.NI~N'rS
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tho intens·ity of light inoident upon the film is not

above the threshold level, nothing is reaord.ed on the film.
elim1.nates grey backgrourld noise on the hologram.

This

These e:ff'eots

have been incorporated into the computer generated .hologra.m by

limiting the max1..mum value of the D.C. component to one third
of the calculated value, and

oorrespondtngly.
than

t

enhancint~

the higher frequency terms

Terms that would produce an amplitude less

of the plotter. line width are not plotted, corresponding

to tho film threshold effect (Lohmann and Paris, 1967).

· CHA.Pl'ER lV
GENERATION OF COMPUTER HOLOGRAM

AND RECONSTRUCTED IMAGE
Computer generated holograms were generated using a 64 X 64
t

element array.
a~

I

The objects were simple geometric figures without

phaee distortion added •
. Each element represented a real value of transmittance

that varied between 0.0 and 0.9, leading to ten discrete lev ls
of transmittance.

Typical computer run times ran from 12 to 14 seconds.
Sinoe the IBM )60/70 cost is roughly $4500 per hour, the eost
per hologram is about $16.

Plots were generated on a Calcomp

plotter, and typically took

1t hours

to be plotted.

there are no direct charges for the Caloomp plotter.

Forturiately,
Due to the

ne d for a long, mistake free plot job, it is essential to have
a .friendly Caloomp operator, a data storage ts.pe in good, olean

condition and a program which eliminates
movements.
paper soggy.

a~ unnecessa~

pen

Too many pen movements in a small area can make the
Paper fibers then stick to the pen.

VJhon the pen

lifts up and moves to another looa't:l.on, the ink saturated fibers
I

drag on the paper, creating an unwanted line.
The reconstruction ot a circle is presented in Figure 9a.

2:3

2.1.~

a.

Reconstruction

b.
FIGURE 9:

Object

HOLOGH.APHIC RECONSTRUCTION OF A CIRCLE
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The

hologra~

used a )2 X

32 element array and was plotted on

8 inch paper.

Three seconds of computer time were used to produce

the hologram.

The photoreduction was

Nikkor lena apertured at

perform~d

with a 55 mm

Kodak High Cont~ast Copy film

F/3.5·

with a speed of ASA 61.~ was used.

The f:tnished hologram. was

6.6 X 6.6 em. This hologratn was initially reconstructed u ing
a 5 inoh focal length lens, and a microscope wae required to
view tha reconstruction.

For Figura 9a, a 4 foot focal length

lens was used and the image was recorded directly on Pol.aroid ·

film.

Due to the magnification achieved with the longer focal

length, the image could be easily viewed through a ground glass

plate.

Figure 9b is a Calcomp plotter sketch of the object and

is generated from the input data.

These sketches are useful

for verifying that the input data is correct and for comparison
with the optically generated hologram.
the actual hologram for a circle.

Figure 10 illustrates

Note in Figure 9a that the

imagea are periodically extended, as mentioned previously.
The images are not solid circles. as expected.
the edges show high intensity.

OnJ~

This is probably due to the

intentional suppression of the higher amplitude terms in the
hologram.

Since the higher amplitude terms are in the lower

order elements of the. hologram, this corresponds to spatial
filtering by blocking the D.C. component of the hologram.

This

enhances the higher frequency portions of the reconstructed image
at the expanse of the low-er frequency portions. · The edges and

detail in the iiD.&ge are brought out while the overall shading
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FIGURE 10: HOLOGRAM OF A CIRCLE
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suffers.
I

The reconstruction of the number "3" is presented 1n
Figure lla.

The hologram used 64 X 64 element array and was

plotted on 26 inch- paper.

The production of the ho~ogram consumed

13.2 seoonds of computer time.
at

A 20 mm Nikkor lens apertured

F/).5 and Kodak High Contrast copy film were used for the

photoreduction.

This produced an 8.4 X 8 .l.J. rnm hologram.

A

4 toot focal length lens was used in the reconstruction. · Note
th

detail present in the image.

Figure llb illustrat s the

Caloomp plotter sketch of the object.
of the hologram for the

Figur 12 is a reprod\lotion

"3".

The reconstruction of the end of an optical fiber is

presented in Figure l)a.

The present level of development of . ·

optical fibers permits their use as practieal tr nsmission lines.
It is difficult to efficiently transmit energy into the end of
an optical fiber, because roughly half of the fibar face area

does not transmit light.
~tween

This dead region consists of the space

the fibers, which is usually filled with a binding cement.

T e computer gen rated hologram proxni es a method of taking a beam

of light and producing a diffraction pattern which will overlap
the active area on the fiber, leading to a complete utilization
of the input energy.

The diffraction patterns produced have

sharp images which would fall perpendiou..larly on the fiber face.

This wou1d excite the lowest order and highest efficiency D10d
I

in the fiber.
m.o.de.

The holograms could be also easily and cheap\1

Problem areas which must be itnproved are the low diffraction
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fficiency and repeated images.

Presently most of the beam

\

or

intensity is contained in the undisturbed D.C. oomponent
the beam.

Suitable methods must be found to oontajJl most of

the intensity in"

on; diffraction image.

The hologram used a 61.4- X 64 element array and was plotted

on 26 inch paper.

The production of the hologram requir d 13.5

seconds of computer time.

The paper plot was reduced to halt

size on a Xerox copy, wbieh improved the contrast and made tl1e
job of p otoreduotion easier.

Photoreduction was performed with

a 55 mm Nikkor lens aperturad at
film with a speed of ASA

12.2 nnn.

F/J.5

and Kodak Panatomic-X

32. The finished

holog1•am was 12.2 X

A lens--mirror combination with an effective f'ooal.

length ot roughly 20 feet was used· tor the reconstruction
Figure
ll~

or

13 • Figure l)b is a Caleomp plot of the object. Figure

is a reproduction of the hologram. for the optical fiber face.

'

.

)2

FIGURE 11_.:

HOLOGRAM OF AN OPTICAL FIBER

CHAPI'ER V

APPLICATIONS AND ADVANTAGES
Now that we know the details of producing computer generated
holograms, and have demonstrated the ability to do so, what good
does it do7

Complex wavefronts can now be defined and produced mathematically.

High phase precision is now easily obtainable.

There

is no need for any exotic laborator.y equipment, other than a
laear for coherent radiation (Lee 1974).

.s--- -

This has immediate

benefits for the production ·and testi.ng of spherical,
cylindrical and deformed mirrors.

Th

p~rabolic,

forming of a surfaa

for

a mirror requires the tasting of.the surface of the mirror by an
optical test glass, using one glass por individual sul..face con-

figuration.
time

These test glasses are produced with considerable

nd expense.

A com uter generated hologram promises qu:to (

turn-around time from the time of need to the time of use at low
cost.

Some mirror surface configurations .are so complex as to

make the use of a test glass impossible for analysis.

Then

complicated interferometric analysis must be used, generally
using a spherical wavefront as a reference.

simplified by

p~odueing

surface being tested.

An lysis may be

an exact wavefront to match the mirror

Then the interometrio fringe being analyzed

))

')1~

will

b(~

straight :1.netead of complex interference pattern •

,

Holographic processes nw.y be elmula.ted and analyzed easily
on the computer.

'rhe effects of altering the phase or amplitude

of a portion of the hologram tt'..ay be accompli.shad muoh easier on

the

oom~1ter

rather than in the laboratory, thus

bej~g

to spatial filtering (Ichioka, Izumi and Suzuki).

an aid

Soro~

operatione

would be difficult enough as to prevent laboratory man:tpulations.

The very creation of a eomputer hologram program and a
comput r hologram requires considerable insight into the theory
involved, and so

is

a valuable educational exercise.

Holograms may be created from objects that don't physically
exist (Brown and Lohmann, 1969).

If a complicated mathematical

·runction is to be visually ex-plored• a computer oan plot a three
dimensional projection view.

If a different view is desired, the

calculations must be redone.

A hologram may be generated once,

then different views chosen easily (Lohmann 197.3).

Holograms based on .ifferent techniques than the one
presented here have been produced (Chu et. al. 197)). Some of
these holograms are more efficient than any previous types

nd

soma, such as the kinoform, have no physical parallel.
Improverne)nt of lens deo:1.gna ean be explored throu .h t.h

analysis o.f the

j ..mage,

or }4"'ourier spectrum, produced.

and manipulation of len's image is beyond the scope ot

optical experiments (Iohioka et. al.).

The control
ordina~

CHAPTER VI
SU~lMARY

The computer has been demonstrated to be a useful addition
to the optics laboratory.

The compu.ter generated hologra

is

a departure from the computers traditional role of data an lyzer
or mathematical model performance predictor.

Instead, it oa

now begin to step into the world of hardware, enhancing the
effectiveness of soma optical components, replacing enti.I· ly

other components and performing some tasks that have never be ·n
porforn1ed before by conventional optical hardware.

the added bonuses of low oost, fast turn-aroun

This with

time and mathe-

matical precision.

'I
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